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Abstract: - The introduction of ‘Industrial College’ constitutes a supply-side structural reform in which higher education actively adapts to the industrial revolution and technological development to build academic subject clusters. This article explores the new organizational form of industrial colleges from the point of view of four aspects: history and origin, connotation and essence, form and model, and international experience. Second, it analyses the significance of cultivating practical engineering and technology talents in industrial colleges from application value and theoretical significance. Third, it suggests improving the organic circulation of four chains, including standard chain, institutional chain, goal chain, and information chain, and gradually forming the guarantee system of ‘setting standards – implementation process – monitoring results – feedback & evaluation’. Fourth, it expects to activate and strengthen the ability of universities to integrate regional industrial technology innovation and transformation, by reinforcing the exploration of the construction path for collaborative education and demonstrating the construction of the industrial college.
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1 Introduction
The primary task of higher education is talent training. In the ‘National Medium and Long Term Education Reform and Development Plan (2010-2020)’, talents are divided into academic, practical, and mixed type, and an ‘application-oriented’ talent training strategy has been clarified for the first time. In 2015, the Ministry of Education and others jointly published the ‘Guiding Opinions on Instructing Application-oriented Transformation of Local Undergraduate Colleges’ to promote the transformation and development of some local undergraduate colleges, and to further clarify the primary tasks of transformation and development, such as ‘taking the integration of production and education and cooperation between colleges and enterprises as a breakthrough’, ‘building a cooperation development platform for industries and enterprises’, ‘establishing a professional system connecting industry chain and innovation chain closely’, and ‘innovating a talent training model of collaborative education’. In 2017, the State Council issued ‘Several Opinions on Deepening the Integration of Production and Education’, which proposed to ‘deepen the integration of production and education and to promote the organic connection between the educational chain, talent chain, industry chain, and innovation chain’. The policy of supply-side structural reform of human resources emphasizes the role of industry and enterprises in the process of running colleges and ‘leading enterprises into colleges and education’, thus fully promoting the collaboration in education between colleges and enterprises.

The training of practical engineering and technology talents differs from academic (research) and mixed (skilled) talent training. Under the new supply-side structural reforms of Chinese undergraduate education, in the early stages of industry-oriented colleges, the aim is to transform general undergraduate education to application-oriented undergraduate education. These colleges function as authoritative ‘demonstration sites’ for the new application-oriented undergraduate university model, created through a transformation of general undergraduate colleges; they reflect three advantages: effectively docking industry needs, practising the transformation development of ‘new engineering’, and activating and strengthening the integration of universities with regional industrial technology innovation and transformation [1].
In this commentary, we consider how strengthening partnerships between academic and industrial institutions can help provide a workforce skilled in engineering education. Our discussion is organized around a few key questions. The first asks what is Industrial College? Second, how to develop Industrial College to help young scientists acquire the skills needed by their future employer under academic-industrial partnerships?

2 The Connotation and Model of Industrial College

2.1 The history and origin of Industrial College
Looking back at the history of China’s higher education development, one finds that the rise of industry-oriented colleges preceded the emergence of general universities. The Fuzhou Ship Management Academy and the Telegraph School in the late Qing Dynasty of China, as well as the Engineering College and Textile College in the Ming era, are early examples of professional training institutes. Further, when the People’s Republic of China was newly established, higher education universities relied on industry and industrial talent training in the form of ‘Each industry runs a class of schools’ for higher education development [2]. The industrial training college, under the background of new engineering, is a secondary school subordinated to and built under the ‘New University’ and co-managed by the industry and enterprises [2]. The industrial college not only breaks the absolute dependence on industry but also makes full use of the comprehensive subject advantages of higher education to provide more flexible and comprehensive talents for the development of the industry. Therefore, the industrial college reflects a supply-side structural reform of higher education that actively adapts to the industrial revolution and technological development to build a subject cluster.

2.2 The Connotation and Essence of Industrial College
The fundamental framework of industrial colleges includes industry title, industry location, and type of cooperation (i.e., college-enterprise integration, college-enterprise orders, college-industry cooperation, college-local government cooperation, and alliance between colleges and associations) [3]. In an attempt to innovate through collaborative education the industrial college integrates undergraduate colleges and industries (or key and typical enterprises in the industry) [4]. It aims at the industry (enterprise), with clients and the production chain, product chain, technology chain, and service chain as targets, functioning as a secondary college that develops application-oriented undergraduate universities through the participation of industry and enterprises in the running of universities [5-9]. The model of the industrial college has become a means of practical talent training in universities based on a cooperation between teachers and industry experts in a real industry (enterprise) environment [10].

2.3 The form and model of Industrial College
Following an analysis of cooperation factors, the industrial college can be divided into three types: integration, chain, and multipoint integration [11]. From the perspective of cooperation partners, the industrial college can also be divided into college-enterprise orders, college-enterprise integration, college-local government cooperation, college-industry cooperation, an alliance between colleges and associations, and a multi-partner integration with direct government involvement [3]. In terms of functions, the industrial college can be divided into resource sharing, joint development, and industry-leading models, among which resource sharing is a low-level cooperation model focusing on talent and platform resource sharing [12]. Based on resource sharing, joint development aims at enhancing the strength or competitiveness of all parties by promoting a development for all. Industry-leading means that the cooperation partners will lead the development at a strategic level to deepen the cooperation in terms of industry standards and critical technologies. These three types indicate the progression stages of development of industrial colleges.

Additionally, there are differences in cooperation subjects in industrial colleges, between single subject or subject clusters and single enterprise, industry clusters, or industry chain. Thus, based on the actual situation, a variety of forms and models of the industrial college (see table 1) are generated, based on local conditions, by considering cooperation elements, cooperation partners, college function, and cooperation subjects. For example, an Industrial College adopts the A1B2C3D12 model, which shows that the cooperation between universities and enterprises has the characteristics of resource sharing, chain type, school local cooperation, involving more professional masses, etc. From the perspective of collaborative education, application-oriented undergraduate colleges, as the main body of the industrial college, designed according to functions in the talent training model,
teaching practice environment, the construction of professional subjects and practical teaching staff, and the development of practical technology research. The governance structure of the industrial college is thus produced according to its objective conditions, and the scientific community defines its organizational characteristics and establishes corresponding operating models and safeguard mechanisms [13].

**2.4 International experience of Industrial Colleges**

The concept of college-enterprise joint education was first developed in the United States in the first half of the 19th century. It includes American ‘collaborative education’, British ‘Sandwich’ education, Japanese ‘Production-Learning Cooperation’, German ‘Dual System’, Australian ‘TAFE’ model, French ‘Apprenticeship Training Centre’, and Singaporean ‘Teaching Factory’ training model [14]. In particular, engineering education in the United States and Germany maintained a strong development momentum, which facilitated the development of engineering in both countries. For example, the National Academy of Engineering and the American Research Council jointly published a research report entitled ‘Engineering in K-12 Education: Understanding the Status and Improving the Prospects’, which specifically discussed ‘the concept of engineering education and capabilities, the implementation state of engineering education, the topic of engineering teaching, and improvements of engineering methods’ [15,16]. Kruno Hernaut [17] discussed the Bologna declaration and the establishment of the European higher education area, focussing on the state and development trend in the field of engineering education in Germany and European countries. Because of the lack of a corresponding social system and the infiltration of social culture, the domestic community is difficult to ensure the sustainable development of transplanting the college-enterprise cooperation model from overseas application-oriented universities.

### 3 Construction Strategy of Industrial College of Application-oriented Undergraduate Colleges under the Circumstance of New Engineering

According to the new requirements of national strategic development, the new situation of international competition, and the new impetus of economic development, the construction of ‘New Engineering’ is a major strategic choice for higher engineering education reform [18]. However, the current engineering education system in the vast number of application-oriented undergraduate colleges accounts for 90.8% of the total number of national ordinary universities and colleges, which is problematic in terms of fixed development logics, lack of collaborative college-running mechanisms, and barriers of organizational systems [19]. This deeply limits the construction of ‘New Engineering’. Therefore, application-oriented universities should focus on the orientation of college-running and the development of regional industries to effectively break down barriers in the subject and explore a new training strategy for engineering and technology talents. This is the key to improving the core competitiveness of college services and establishing the characteristics of college-running. As an innovative mechanism and model of college-local government and college-industry coordinated practical talents training, the industrial college not only inherits the advantages of cooperation among industry, colleges, and research institutes but also highlights the upgrading and transformation of application-oriented undergraduate colleges, consciously building a new sustainable engineering talent training system – down to earth, integrating industry, and focused on application. The ‘40 Sections of Higher Education in New Age’ also clearly states that it is necessary to deepen the integration of resources and construct a collaborative education mechanism with
comprehensive integration for cultivating high-level practical talents. The industrial college, marked by college-enterprise coordination, is becoming an irreplaceable new model in training engineering and technology undergraduate talents.

3.1 The significance of Industrial college in cultivating practical talents of engineering technology

3.1.1 Application value
Practical talents of engineering technology serve as an emerging force and an intelligence source in the construction of local economy and society. To match the output of application-oriented undergraduate colleges with the demand of local industries and enterprises not only encourages universities to fulfil the roles of talent cultivation, scientific research, social service, cultural inheritance and innovation, but also facilitates local economy and industries to effectively allocate the discipline resources and layout of higher education according to the development trend; this conforms to the Guideline on Application-oriented Transformation of Some Local Universities and Colleges. Industrial colleges break the limitation of traditional professional schools to serve as the leader in transforming traditional engineering programs. They make use of external force to expand development space and formulate a mutually beneficial and complementary model featuring ‘four introductions’ of universities (i.e. capital introduction, intelligence introduction, policy introduction, and industrial standard introduction) and ‘four gains’ of local industries (i.e. gain economic benefit, gain technical engineering service, gain professional training, and gain reserve talents) [20]. In this way, they will gradually overcome the barriers against cultivating local practical talents of engineering technology, i.e., resource constraints, discipline barriers, and lack of communication between schools and enterprises. Consequently, the organic connection of the educational chain, talent chain, industrial chain, and innovation chain will be strengthened, and a new model of collaborative talent cultivation will be established.

3.1.2 Theoretical significance
The industrial college model is a key solution to the challenge faced by application-oriented undergraduate education in China, i.e. the establishment of a system for cultivating high-level engineering talents. Under the new educational architecture, emerging industrial colleges have evolved beyond the original responsive problem-solving model. Based on a three-fold system composed of industrial demands, educational rules, and university student development, this model has widened the research perspective of organizational theories such as the rules and norms of cultivating engineering talents. This model comprehensively reveals the mechanism and path of industrial colleges as media to promote collaborative talent cultivation and promotes in-depth analysis on the organization support system, rule support system, culture support system, and quality-guaranteeing mechanism for talent cultivation. This helps to expand the vision and cognitive space for theoretical research, which exempt industrial colleges from the limits of innate factors such as geographical conditions, school history, industrial background, and disciplinary foundation to become real existences ready for duplication and promotion. Furthermore, it also provides crucial theoretical support and shapes policy design for education by exploring the development strategy of ‘making the interactive collaboration between industrial colleges and traditional professional schools the key pivot for improving the quality of practical engineering technical talents in cultivation’ [4].

3.2 Key ‘four chains’ in the implementation of Industrial Colleges
In the process of cultivating engineering technical ability, the education model of universities as the only subjects features a lack of coordination with industrial development and a mismatch between supply and demand. Consequently, application-oriented undergraduate colleges have been dedicated to the so-called New Engineering Education Transformation (NEET). Specifically, they work on improving the organic circulation of four chains: standard chain, institutional chain, goal chain, and information chain. Accordingly, they logically pre-set four questions, i.e. ‘how to measure quality’, ‘how to guarantee quality’, ‘how to focus on quality’, and ‘how to account for quality’, and gradually form a virtuous circle of the quality-guaranteeing system in talents cultivation, which involves ‘setting standard - implementation process - monitoring results - feedback & evaluation’.

3.2.1 Standard chain
Reshaping the standard chain that consists of a national professional standard – industrial employment standard – quality standard of university talent cultivation is pivotal to solving the
problem of ‘how to measure quality’. The quality standard of cultivating practical talents of engineering technology is a benchmark for evaluating the effectiveness of engineering education as well as a behavioural framework to regulate the engineering educational activities of industrial colleges. It serves as an essential condition for guaranteeing the quality of engineering talent cultivation and the foundation of engineering education at universities and colleges, reflecting the basic value pursuit of engineering education quality in industrial colleges [21]. The first level of talent cultivation is academic quality standard, which includes not only academic qualification standards, i.e., degree and diploma, of all types and levels in engineering education but also the quality specifications of different levels in the disciplinary domain and the professional domain. On the second level, faced with the challenges from the new industrial revolution, the quality standard encourages industrial sectors to establish evaluation standards of talent cultivation according to national standards (i.e., ‘30 Suggestions on Improving the Quality of Higher Education’) in order to transform from a scientific paradigm to an engineering paradigm. Last but not least, higher education institutions of engineering should establish quality standard systems with identifiable goals and customized characteristics, and clarify the knowledge systems, abilities, and values that academic qualification holders acquire.

3.2.2 Institutional chain
To clarify ‘how to guarantee quality’, it is key to reshape the institutional chain made up of organizational institution – governing system – administrative mechanism based on the original organization and management institutions of teaching at application-oriented undergraduate colleges. When the educational chain, the talent chain, the innovation chain, and the industry chain are organically associated to form a system of coordinative innovation, it is necessary to provide support for heterogeneous resources with corresponding organization structures and systems, while also sharing and integrating knowledge and information to facilitate mutual development [22]. To ensure that industrial colleges successfully implement these elements in the running of the school, the following measures should be followed. In terms of the organization and institutional system, introduce diversified subjects to the board of directors and implement the dean responsibility system under the leadership of the board to establish a cooperative governing model (talent co-cultivation, process co-management, results-sharing, and responsibility-sharing). In terms of the governing system, one should establish a governing structure that combines the modern system of property rights with the modern school system to promote industrial colleges to transform from unitary and vertical administrative governance to horizontal network governance. In terms of management mechanism, one should learn from the operation mechanism of enterprises to guarantee the deal with autonomous rights in institutional setup, personnel evaluation, management, resource allocation, etc. Moreover, establishes a competition-incentivized evaluation system based on market principles.

3.2.3 Goal chain
The premise of analysing ‘how to focus on quality’ is to ensure that process monitoring continues throughout the cultivation of engineering talents, as well as to reset the goal chain that comprises quality monitoring points – evaluation subjects – expected goals comparison. The generation, application, and transmission of knowledge in industrial colleges is scenario-based and application-oriented and includes multiple types of subjects [23]. This determines that the quality monitoring of industrial colleges will transform from closeness to openness. In terms of the setup of quality monitoring points, one should closely combine the goal chain with industry clusters and industrial chains. The course system should be application-oriented, and the faculty construction should concentrate on training teaching staff in both theory and practical application and improving the conversion rate of scientific and technological achievements. In terms of cultivating student ability, it is important to pay more attention to practical application. In terms of evaluation subjects, the tradition of peer review should be forwarded to the stakeholder and the 3rd party review in order to satisfy the demands of the market and the industry. In terms of expected goals of talent cultivation, the ‘Four Must’ standard can be discarded; valuing instead, students’ core competence in the job market, especially the ability to solve complicated technical and social problems, and gradually integrate the goals with internal quality control so as to ensure a virtuous circle of educational activities.

3.2.4 Information chain
Reconstructing an information chain consisting of information platform – collecting information flow – processing information classification – feedback and evaluation according to the data needs of
colleges, society, industry, and enterprises is the foundation for understanding ‘how to account for quality’. In other words, helpful information is the core of the teaching quality management system. First, feedback from students (direct perceivers of teaching quality) allows colleges to closely observe the teaching objectives, and making adjustments in time ensures a more rational teaching process. Second, feedback from industry and enterprises (employers of higher education talents) indicates the width and depth of talent ability training for colleges, which help to fill in the gap between educational supply and social demand. Last but not the least, feedback from society means that the industrial college establishes a social sharing system of relevant teaching resources to expand its social influence under communal supervision [24]. Therefore, education quality follows a virtuous cycle of an information chain composed of evaluation–feedback–improvement–re-evaluation.

3.3 Preliminary results of Industrial College exercise based on virtual internships

In the fall of 2017, we implemented educational concept of Industrial College in a new first-year undergraduate course at Zhejiang Shuren University. The course enrolled 50 students: half the students (n=25) were randomly selected to participate in Industrial College, and the other not. This crossover study design effectively doubles the sample size because each student serves as both a treatment case and a control case. All students completed all activities in both simulations. Data were collected from pre- and postsurveys integrated into each simulation.

3.3.1 Result 1

Experience with an Industrial College internship leads to more advanced engineering thinking. The results of epistemic network analysis (ENA) [25] performed on two groups of students in the internship are shown in Fig.1. Students in one group were evaluated without any prior experience with an engineering internship; students in the other group have courses of Industrial College before. The two groups were significantly different on the second dimension (meanA=0.301, meanB=0.159; p=0.002, t=3.266, and Cohen’s d=0.369). Each point in Fig.1 is the centroid of a student’s epistemic network. To determine which elements account for the difference between the two groups, we compared their mean epistemic networks. Students using an engineering internship for the first time had a higher mean on dimension two because those students made connections mostly among basic skills and knowledge. Students who had already participated in a previous Industrial College courses made additional connections with epistemological elements of engineering and knowledge of the client, elements that are indicative of thinking like an engineer.

3.3.2 Result 2

Experience with an Industrial College Internship increases student satisfaction. At the conclusion of each internship, students were asked to evaluate their experience (free response), and student responses were coded as positive, negative, or mixed/neutral. Student satisfaction with the course was predominantly positive, and no students felt that their experience was negative. Furthermore, the proportion of positive responses increased after students had courses of Industrial College, and the proportion of neutral or mixed responses decreased.

4 Conclusion

In conclusion, application-oriented undergraduate colleges have become hubs of regional practical talents in the form of industrial colleges and constitute a high value-added and comprehensive competitiveness advantage in the process of cross-
border college-running, which has effectively changed the competitive environment of application-oriented undergraduate colleges. To significantly enhance the vitality of industrial colleges and fully realise its leading role in reforming higher education, it is necessary to adhere to the theme of construction strategy by improving the organic cycle of the standard chain, institutional chain, goal chain, and information chain. Further, steps should be taken to realize the ‘Six Joints’—the joint building of governing methods, joint development of training programs, joint construction of teaching teams, joint promotion of management reform, joint academia-research collaboration bases and joint conduct of project research and development and to construct the real ‘community with a shared future for college-enterprise’ [26].

Bloom proposed the taxonomy of thinking skills [27]. The thinking skills are defined at six levels, specified as Level 1 (remembering), Level 2 (understanding), Level 3 (applying), Level 4 (analysis), Level 5 (evaluation) and Level 6 (creating). The first three levels are generally classified as low order learning skills and next three levels are often referred as critical thinking/higher order skills. American Board of Engineering and Technology (ABET) [28] enlists that curriculum should be aligned to the specified undergraduate attributes. The alignment of undergraduate attributes mandates that the Teaching Learning Process be designed to be Outcome Based as enshrined in the objectives of Outcome Based Education (OBE). The Washington Accord [29] and other National Protocols like National Board of Accreditation (NBA) [30] have stressed the need for OBE in engineering spectrum. The OBE necessitates the implementation of all levels of Bloom's Taxonomy in the teaching-learning process as applicable to engineering education to achieve the resultant outcomes. The present System of teaching the courses using only the "Chalk and Talk" method does not afford enough time to implement all levels of Bloom's Taxonomy. At the maximum, only the first three levels can be implemented. The teachers are finding it difficult to apply next three levels due to the paucity of time. As a result of this, the students are being denied exposure to critical thinking/higher order skills, thus adversely impacting the important outcomes. The mode of Industrial College would help Engineering education coupled with Chalk and Talk method, and allow the implementation of all levels of Bloom's Taxonomy in the engineering curriculum thus fulfilling the objectives of OBE can be possible. It also makes online engineering education possible.

Engineering education is a broad field of study, replete with its own cultural value system and ways of conducting research. It is probably reasonable to suggest that the prevailing research paradigms in engineering education are largely characterized by deductive-nomothetic, phenomenological, and critical perspectives. Many research, evaluation, and assessment pursuits in engineering education target interaction-dominant phenomena. These methods don’t serve to replace existing research traditions and paradigms, but rather complement them by providing new insights and forms of evidence that can be used for improved understanding and decision making [31]. There are a variety of domains where the theory of Industrial College can provide new insights and ways of thinking about research. Naturally, the paper has some limitations. It does not cover the full spectrum of the development of Industrial College. The theory has not yet been fully tested on its suitability and capability with emerging engineering education paradigms. It is expected that the findings of this research can be a useful reference contributing to future research or engineering education and training.
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